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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Plastic pollution and ocean litter, commonly referred to as marine debris, is a globally defined problem and an
identified issue on the shorelines across New England. Clean Ocean Access (COA) is working to address the
problem with technology while developing partnerships with the sailing community, marine trade industry,
private proprietors, local governments, and state agencies. The effort features an innovative technology, the
Marina Trash Skimmer, that works to remove floating surface debris, break down hydrocarbons, emulsify oil
sheen, all while oxygenating the surrounding water. This technology and partnership model serve as a scalable
and transferable solution to advance marine debris removal and prevention in coastal communities.
The Marina Trash Skimmer technology was first adopted on the east coast of the United States in 2016 when
Clean Ocean Access received funding through 11th Hour Racing to install two units in Newport Harbor. To date
the fleet has grown to six total units expanding across three states. Additional funding and sponsorships have
also allowed the development of the COA Marina Trash Skimmer Program that aims to educate, inspire and
empower the community to prevent litter from becoming marine debris. The goals of the program are fulfilled
by using the technology as a tool to collect community science itemized debris data while educating
professional and student groups on plastic pollution and waste management.
COA operated units have removed 41,069 pounds of comingled debris from six unique locations across
coastal New England. COA staff, interns, and partners have performed a total of 229 site visits, documenting
over 47,051 items of debris. The site visits indicated that the most common marine debris items fall under
the shoreline and recreational activities category and are primarily composed of single-use consumer waste.
Since 2016, the skimmer data, along with growing awareness of plastic pollution in our marine environment,
was used to educate and engage 2,241 individuals at a total of 81 education events, this includes groups of
elementary students, college graduates, community members and senior level scientists.
With six units installed across Southeast New England, COA plans to optimize the impact of our units while
expanding the geographical reach of the technology. In 2021, COA will form new partnerships and install two
additional units fulfilling grants with 11th Hour Racing and the Amgen Foundation. In addition, the project
team will position the organization to proactively assist new and adopt existing operators to purchase, install,
operate, and perform education and outreach at their marina trash skimmer. Aligning with long-term
organizational goals, this positions COA to explore the viability to convert this growing program into a
consulting business that expands across the eastern seaboard.
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OVERVIEW

MARINA TRASH SKIMMER PROGRAM
The mission of Clean Ocean Access (COA) is to act locally so future generations can enjoy ocean activities with
a vision of a healthy ocean that is free of marine debris, water that is safe for all ocean activities, and a
shoreline that is accessible to the public. COA began addressing the problem of marine debris in 2006 with
small friends-and-family shoreline cleanups, later expanding to monthly community gatherings that removed a
wide variety of debris from the coastline. These initial events were the foundation for a grassroots approach
for local environmental awareness, which promoted the evolution of the organization that it is today.
In 2016, COA expanded its marine debris removal efforts beyond the physical shoreline through the
installation of two Marina Trash Skimmers in Newport Harbor. These initial installations sparked a new
innovative way to address floating surface debris along the Aquidneck Island coastline. The technology has
been proven effective in addressing the buildup of marine debris in localized areas, and in stimulating
discussion of scalable solutions using the marine debris technology. The 2016 installations allowed COA to
further develop and grow the Marina Trash Skimmer Program.
The Marina Trash Skimmer Program was made possible by 11th Hour Racing, which funded three crucial
projects: Newport Harbor Marina Trash Skimmer, Aquidneck Island Marina Trash Skimmer, and the Southeast
New England Marina Trash Skimmer Project. 11th Hour Racing establishes strategic partnerships within the
sailing and maritime communities to promote collaborative, systemic change benefitting the health of our
ocean – one degree at a time. The outcome of these funded projects encapsulated the physical installations of
seven skimmers across Southeast New England and the establishment of a new branch for COA to engage the
public. The program, as described below, encompasses six main components: (1) partnerships (2) debris
removal (3) data analysis (4) education (5) outreach and (6) advocacy.
Partnership:
The power of partnerships is extremely important for the success of the Marina Trash Skimmer program.
These partnerships are developed between sailing centers, marine trade industries, private businesses and
local governments to address persistent marine debris and pollution issues, with a goal to foster
environmentally responsible behaviors on land to eliminate marine debris.
For all Marina Trash Skimmer installations, COA seeks a partner to manage operations and a partner to
coordinate education, outreach and marketing. Operational partners are responsible for daily operations, such
as removal of debris from the unit, weekly upkeep, and seasonal maintenance linked to anti-fouling or
prevention of ice-creations. Educational partners are responsible for energizing the environmental impact of
the technology through data collection and community events. As the facilitator of the units, COA helps to
direct partners on maintenance requirements and coordinates debris removal around data collection, as well
5

as education and outreach events. The Marina Trash Skimmers helps our operators apply for Green Marina
Certifications and brings positive attention to the environmental work that they might be doing not only on
the water but on land. For our Educators, the technology brings a new tool to their organization that advances
a new or already existing plastic pollution curriculum. In the spirt of working together to address a common
issue, COA connects all partners together to look at our respected work in a holistic view, helping to converge
on best practices for education, improving units effectiveness to remove debris, while generating new and
exciting ways for community and corporate businesses support our work.
Debris Removal & Data Analysis:
COA and our partners perform an inspection of the debris removed by the skimmers one to three times a
week. Inspection procedures include tracking and itemizing the debris removed using the Ocean Conservancy
International Coastal Cleanup tally sheet. All site visit inspections are photo-documented, helping to visualize
debris patterns in skimmer installed areas. Working with our partners, COA estimates debris collected daily
providing metrics on pounds of debris removed each year. Data collected helps to tell the story of the types of
material found within our waters and acts as a tool in which educated decisions can be made of how to solve
the issue.
Education and Outreach:
Weekly debris inspection aligns directly with the educational outreach of the Marina Trash Skimmer program.
In 2017, COA developed a hands-on education and outreach program that brought both professional and
student groups to visit the units for one-hour long sessions. These tours aim to educate the community about
technology and the growing problem of plastic pollution in the marine environment.
Advocacy:
COA uses the Marina Trash Skimmer data collected by interns, students, and volunteers to form a multigenerational community-based, data-driven community science campaign. Data is presented to city officials
and skimmer partners as a means of collaborating on solutions to reduce land litter from turning into marine
debris. COA-driven advocacy has resulted in plastic bag bans throughout Aquidneck Island retailors and a ban
of smoking on island beaches.
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MARINA TRASH SKIMMER TECHNOLOGY
The Marina Trash Skimmers are stationary 6 x 4 x
5-foot plastic molded containers that can be easily
attached to any powered floating dock (Image 1).
The unit operates on a 3⁄4 horsepower motor that
circulates 375 gallons per minute with power
requirements of 30A 120V; The units are estimated
to use 13 Kwh/day. All units are made to be
securely attached to a dock via 3/4-inch mounting
brackets that allow it to move vertically with the
tidal cycle.
Units run 24 hours a day and 7 days a week,
Image 1. MTS attached to a floating dock
drawing water through the input doors, where it
can flood the units well pump. From there, water
is easily circulated back out into the water column
by the motor. This process creates a continuous
surface current that draws all floating inorganic
and organic debris into its collection tank. The
Marina Trash Skimmer technology collects debris
ranging in size from microparticles to large wooden
planks. In addition to debris removal, each unit is
equipped with an aerator to help oxygenate the
surrounding water, which provides dual purposes
of benefiting the local biota and emulsifying oil and
hydrocarbons. Free floating organic material that
is inevitably trapped within the system serves as a
natural sponge removing toxic pollutants, such as
Image 2. MTS doors open exposing inner collection tank
oil sheen and hydrocarbons.
Marina Trash Skimmers are primarily located in southern California, where the technology was first invented by
Louis Pasoz in 1999. Pasoz’s drive to create this innovative technology was sparked after observing a piece of
plastic floating by him as he enjoyed his waterside lunch. Eight years after the first installation in Half Moon
Bay, Shelter Island San Diego, Pasoz’s technology expanded to approximately 80 locations across the United
States. The Marina Trash Skimmer technology has made a huge leap forward in preventing land litter from
becoming offshore marine debris.
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TIMELINE
Figure 1. Timeline of MTS History & COA Involvement

December 2015

May 2016

August 2016

Envisioned a solution to marine
debris by bring together the
sailing and marine trade
community

Received funding from 11th Hour
Racing for two trash skimmers at
commercial harbor waterfront
piers

Installed two trash skimmers in
Newport Harbor, Newport, Rhode
Island, USA in partnership with
City of Newport

June 2017
Installed trash skimmer at Fort
Adams State Park, Rhode Island,
USA in partnership with Sail
Newport

November 2017
Four trash skimmers removed
7,030 pounds of marine debris comingled with organic material

October 2018

August 2018
Installated two skimmers at Pier 4
in Baltimore in parternship with
Cordish Group and Marina
Acessories Inc.

October 2019
Installed one skimmer in
Stamford, CT in partnership with
SoundWaters and Harnor Point
Development

December 2017

Summer 2017
Performed 14 hands-on trash
skimmer educational program for
303 students and visitors

Formed two skimmer installation
partnership with the City of
Providence and New Bedford
Community Boating Center

Envisioned a partnership with
academia, fishing industry, and
inland waterways to advance
marine debris solutions

January 2017
Received funding from 11th Hour
Racing for two trash skimmers at
marine trade facility and sailing
center

January 2018
Received funding from 11th Hour
Racing for three trash skimmers
to be installed in New Bedford,
MA, Providence RI, & Stamford,
CT

May 2017
Installed trash skimmer at New
England Boatworks, Portsmouth,
Rhode Island, USA

Summer 2018
Performed 17 hands-on trash
skimmer educational program for
656 students and visitors

November 2018

April 2019

Summer 2019

August 2019

Four trash skimmers removed
20,615 pounds of marine debris
co-mingled with organic material

Installed two skimmers, one in
Providence River and one in Port
of New Bedford,MA

Performed 50 hands-on trash
skimmer educational program for
1256 students and visitors

Installed one skimmer in Fall
River,MA in partnership with Fall
River RECREATION Sailing Center

November 2019
Six trash skimmers removed
33,235 pounds of marine debris
co-mingled with organic material

November 2016
Two trash skimmers removed
6,000 pounds of marine debris comingled with organic material

Summer 2020

April 2020

Operated trash skimmers loctsed
in Newport, Providence, Fall
River, and Stamford

Adjusted program expansion to
the spring of 2021

Summer 2020
In partnership with Community
Boating Center, conducted a
manta trawl and beach sample
survey for microplastics

December 2020
Six trash skimmers removed
41,069pounds of marine debris
co-mingled with organic material

Quarter 2 2021

Quarter 1 2021

Install two skimmers located in a high traffic
areas with maximum outreach and education
potential

Envison a seventh and eighth Marina Trash
Skimmer in locations with debris concentration

2021
Next Steps

Quarter 3 2021
Track and analyze debris collected in all eight
COA operated MTS units

Quarter 4 2021
Assist new and adopt existing operators and
partners to purchase, install, operate, and
perform education and outreach at their marina
trash skimmers in the northeast region
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MARINA TRASH SKIMMER INSTALLATIONS & PARTNERSHIPS
INSTALLATION MAP

Map 1. Map of all MTS installation

1

Number

Location
Newport Harbor, Newport RI

Install Date
August 2016

2

Safe Harbors New England Boatworks, Portsmouth RI

May 2017

3

Hot Club, Providence RI

April 2019

4

New Bedford Harbor, New Bedford MA

April 2019

5

Heritage State Park, Fall River MA

August 2019

6

Harbor Point Development, Stamford CT

October 2019

7

Charles River, Boston MA

April 2021

8

To Be Determined

April 2021
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2016 INSTALLATION
PERROTTI PARK, NEWPORT HARBOR, NEWPORT, RI
Location:
Address:
Partner:
Installation Date:

Perrotti Park Newport
39 America's Cup Avenue, Newport, RI 02840
City of Newport // Newport Harbormaster
August 2016

Map 2. Newport Harbor Skimmer

This initial installation fostered the expansion of the CLEAN program at Clean Ocean Access. The organizational
goal of the CLEAN program is to reduce and eliminate marine debris on Aquidneck Island. The installation of
the Marina Trash Skimmer aims to fulfill this goal and provide the Newport community with an education and
outreach tool to address the issue of plastic pollution and to generate measurable, scalable, solutions. In
2016, COA installed two units at this location but later expanded its reach by redeploying one unit to
Providence, RI.
The geological structure, prevailing winds, and storm water outfall pipes make Perrotti Park an ideal location
to house an MTS unit. Organic and inorganic debris accumulates in mass amounts in the north eastern corner
of the harbor. Data collected between 2016 to 2020 demonstrates that the marine debris accumulating in this
area primarily consists of single-use plastic consumer waste. When the winds are right, this unit can fill up
multiple times in one day removing on average 50 pounds of debris.
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Image 3. Newport Harbor Skimmer before (left) and after (right) installation

2017 INSTALLATIONS
SAFE HARBOR NEW ENGLAND BOATWORKS, MELVILLE PARK, PORTSMOUTH, RI
Location:
Address:
Partner:
Installation Date:

Safe Harbor New England Boatworks
1 Lagoon Road, Portsmouth, RI 02871
New England Boatworks
May 2017

Map 3. New England Boatwork Skimmer

The positive environmental outcome and overwhelming public attention of the Perrotti Park units led to
additional funding from 11th Hour Racing in 2017 which introduced two additional units on Aquidneck Island.
In partnership with New England Boatworks (NEB), COA helped to install one skimmer at the NEB marina in
Portsmouth, Rhode Island. NEB is more than just a high service marina; it also boasts a state-of-the-art
boatbuilding facility.
The location of this Marina Trash Skimmer is strategically mounted adjacent to the NEB fuel dock. This unit is
highly effective at condensing and trapping excess diesel and hydrocarbons that are emitted into the water.
Unlike the Perrotti Park unit, this skimmer does not collect a mass influx of consumer waste. Data collected
since 2017 indicates that much of the debris collected at this location consists of broken-up foam. From site
inspections COA was able to determine that the source of the foam is from onsite eroding docks and is
working with facility management for remediation efforts.
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SAIL NEWPORT, FORT ADAMS STATE PARK, NEWPORT, RI
Location:
Partner:
Installation Date:

72 Fort Adams Drive, Newport, RI 02840
Sail Newport
June 2017

Map 4. Sail Newport Skimmer

The positive environmental outcome and overwhelming public attention of the Perrotti Park installs led to
additional funding from 11th Hour Racing in 2017 to introduce two additional units at new locations on
Aquidneck Island. In partnership with Sail Newport, COA helped to install an additional skimmer at Sail
Newport’s competitive sailing docks located at Fort Adams State Park in Newport, RI.
This unit was a learning experience and is a great example of the limitations of the MTS technology. With
southwest prevailing winds debris was not seen to accumulate at this site. The geographical land structure
and ocean characteristics were also not favorable for the unit. Rough seas would often overpower the Marina
Trash Skimmers ability to create a surface current. For these reasons the unit was not able to efficiently track
and remove debris. Data from the Sail Newport skimmer unit has been omitted from this report.
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2019 INSTALLATIONS
HOT CLUB, PROVIDENCE RIVER, PROVIDENCE, RI
Location:
Address:
Partner:
Installation Date:

Hot Club Providence
25 Bridge Street, Providence, RI 02903
Hot Club Owners // City of Providence
April 2019

Map 5. Providence River Hot Club Skimmer

In 2018, 11th Hour Racing granted COA additional funding to leverage, facilitate, and establish Marina Trash
Skimmer installations in Southeast New England. In partnership with the City of Providence,
Woonasquatucket River Watershed Council and the proprietors of the Providence-based bar, The Hot Club,
the first capital city Marina Trash Skimmer was installed in April of 2019.
Densely populated areas are known to have a higher rate of debris entering the water way. This site was
chosen for installation based on the numerous debris sources: I-195 Cross Over, 2 city outfall pipes,
waterfront restaurants, and a fishing pier. The Providence River runs through the heart of the City and travels
down to this installation site. The unit has the ability to remove mass amounts of debris before eventually
passing through the Providence Hurricane Barrier into Narragansett Bay. With the partnership connecting
Clean Ocean Access and Woonasquatucket River Watershed Council, this unit reaches new audiences in Rhode
Island’s capital city and engages students in Providence public schools, allowing for new education and
community awareness opportunities.
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STATE PIER 4, NEW BEDFORD, MA
Location:
Address:
Partner:
Installation Date:

New Bedford State Pier
52 Fisherman’s Wharf, New Bedford, MA 02740
City of New Bedford // New Bedford Community Boating Center
April 2019

Map 6. New Bedford Skimmer

In 2018, 11th Hour Racing granted COA additional funding to leverage, facilitate, and establish Marina Trash
Skimmer installations in Southeast New England. In partnership with the City of New Bedford and New
Bedford Community Boating Center, a skimmer was installed on State Pier Docks in April 2019.
New Bedford is historically known for its fishing industry. New Bedford Harbor has similar characteristics to
that of Newport and will make for a promising installation to reduce and trap plastic debris at its source. The
major indicated sources of debris at this installation site are materials coming directly from fishing vessels and
storm water outfall pipes. The dual partnership with the City of New Bedford and New Bedford Community
Boating Center engages young sailors and New Bedford residents on the issues of plastic pollution.
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HERTIAGE STATE PARK, FALL RIVER, MA
Location:
Fall River RE-CREATION Sailing Docks
Address:
59 Heritage State Park, Fall River, MA 02720
Partners:
Fall River RE-CREATION
Installation Date:
August 2019
MAP:

Map 7. Fall River

In 2018, 11th Hour Racing granted COA additional funding to leverage, facilitate, and establish Marina Trash
Skimmers installations in Southeast New England. In partnership with the Massachusetts Department of
Conservation and Recreation and Fall River RE-CREATION, a skimmer was installed on Heritage State Park
docks in August of 2019.
This unit can be found on the sailing docks of Fall River RE-CREATION located north of Battleship Cove in the
Taunton River. The Taunton River, an arm of Narragansett Bay, is a 562 square-mile watershed that runs along
densely populated communities. This unit has the ability to remove mass amounts of debris trapped by
northerly winds. With the partnership connecting Clean Ocean Access and Fall River RE-CREATION, this unit
reaches a new audience and engages students and further link the Bristol County community to act today to
save our oceans.
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STAMFORD HARBOR WEST BRANCH, STAMFORD, CT
Location:
Address:
Partner:
Installation Date:

The Marinas at Harbor Point
78 Southfield Ave, Stamford, CT
Harbor Point Development // SoundWaters
October 2019

Map 8. New Bedford Skimmer

In 2018, 11th Hour Racing granted COA additional funding to leverage, facilitate, and establish Marina Trash
Skimmers installations in Southeast New England. In partnership with SoundWaters and Harbor Point
Development, a skimmer was installed in the West Branch of Stamford Harbor in October of 2019.
The Long Island Sound is a unique tidal estuary surrounded by densely populated cities that supply a constant
influx of single-use consumer waste. The West Branch of Stamford’s harbor is just one freshwater output
identified as a promising installation site for a Marina Trash Skimmer. The West Branch is located in a
gentrified area of Stamford that constantly undergoes heavy development and has extensive input of nonvaluable waste flowing from the Rippowam River. Rippowam River is a 38-square mile watershed that
extends 18 miles inland, collecting debris from southern Connecticut neighborhoods and highways (Brown
2010). The dockage on Harbor Point Development is a marine debris collection zone and serves as a great
location to achieve effective plastic pollution messaging from infographic signage and on-site skimmer
education events.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
Marina Trash Skimmer data collection operates
very similarly to COA citizen science beach
cleanups. Following the Ocean Conservancy
Tally Sheet, COA environmental science skimterns (skimmer interns) volunteers, and partners
spend approximately 60 to 90 minutes sorting
through the previous day’s skimmer collection
(Image 5). COA-operated units run for
approximately 250 days out of the year and are
examined one to three times per week.
Depending on the season, a day’s collection can
weigh anywhere between 20 and 200 pounds,
with average collection around 50 pounds but
is primarily dependent of debris patterns at the
location.

Image 4. COA Skim-terns conducting skimmer debris analysis

The tally sheet helps to keep track of the parameters for that day’s collection and organizes the findings into
recognizable items that are grouped into four subcategories: (1) Shoreline / Recreational activities (2) Ocean /
Waterway activities, (3) Smoking related activities and (4) Medical / Personal Hygiene. Items that cannot be
identified by product design are documented by their make-up: Plastic, Foam or Paper.
The goal of the COA’s citizen science based data collection is not to extrapolate values and quantify debris, but
to gain a better understanding of what types of debris are building up at the different locations and to be able
to identify the most frequently found items.
Determination of poundage of debris collected on a yearly basis is a combination of approximately both COA
and skimmer partners daily logs. With a signed agreement, skimmer partners are required to estimate and
record the poundage of debris removed daily. The numbers provided by our partners are used to cross
calculate the average debris removed per day multiplied by the amount of days of operations recorded
automatically by the technology.
The findings presented in this report are broken up by year and by location. Locations in which data was
nonsignificant were omitted from this report. Nonsignificant data is labeled when a location’s total site visits
has an item count of less than 100. Comparisons of yearly and site data were conducted for the units that
underwent data collection.
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RESULTS
HIGH LEVEL SUMMARY
Table 1. 2016 – 2020 Summary by Location
Newport

Portsmouth

Providence

Number of Site Visits
Items Collected

108
28,400

73
4,654

16
3,244

New
Bedford
11
5,139

Debris Removed (lbs.)

25,714

2,329

7,406

Total Hours of Operations

15,651

9,579

9,983

Location:

Fall River

Stamford

Totals

1
112

20
5,502

229
47,051

3,952

685

983

41,069

3,303

4,043

929

43,488

The Marina Trash Skimmer program at Clean Ocean Access pulls together data to track two quantitative
metrics: debris removed, and items collected. Items collected are grouped within four subgroups based on
relative use. Material collected that appear to have no recognizable product design are documented by their
make-up of plastic, foam or paper. Data is analyzed year to year, by location, and as one continuous group. All
data presented are exact counts and weights, collected by partners, interns, and community members, with
no extrapolation or estimations.
From 2016-2020 the program has conducted 229 debris surveys from the six Marina Trash Skimmers installed
across Southeast New England. These surveys have documented 47,051 individually marked items giving a
representation of the persistent accumulation of pollutants. In the five years of existence, the six units have
successfully removed 40,844 pounds of comingled marine debris. (Table 1.) Debris removed is the total wet
weight of the comingled inorganic plastics with naturally occurring organic material.
In 2020, a year that required a dramatic scale back in operating units and site visits, historic trends remained
on track with top items consisting of food wrappers, cigarettes, and miscellaneous foam and plastics. 2020
data did however report a significant decrease in the number of cigarettes, down nearly 30-percent from
2019. It is unclear whether the differential in data is a result of the non-operational New Bedford skimmer, a
unit who reported 50-percent of 2019 documented cigarettes, or if there were truly less cigarettes littered and
captured by the skimmers due to COVID-19 lock downs and regulations. When analyzing the data set over five
years, 27% of all items collected fall under the category of smoking related activities, with the single most
reoccurring item being cigarette butts. In 2018, The Ocean Conservancy’s ICC report stated that 2,412,151
cigarette butts were documented worldwide in 2017 (International Coastal Cleanup Report 2018). This study
further provides truth and confirms that cigarettes are the number one most littered item across the world.
10000

9538
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8568

8000
7007

7000

6569

6%

6000
5000

3000

2309

2054

2000

1819

1562

1537

67%
1250

1127

1000
0

Shorline & Recreational Activities

27%

4000

559
Cigarettes

Food
Wrappers

Misc Misc Foam Tobacco
Plastic
Packaging

Caps &
Lids

Sum of
Fishing
Line

Straws/
Stirrers

Sum of
Tape

Misc
Paper

Plastic
Bags

Plastic
Bottles

457

448

Utensils Cigar Tips

414

Smoking Related Activites
Ocean/Waterway Activities

Rope

Figure 2. 2016 – 2020 Items collected by count and grouped within categorical subgroupings
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Coming in no common shape, size, or color, fragmented
foam and plastics are ubiquitously the most reoccurring
materials found across all Marina Trash Skimmers. Posing a
high risk to marine life, these particles are challenging to
quantifying their concentrations. The Marina Trash Skimmer
program aims to document their existence, identify
compositions, group by similarities and when able, take
action to reduce these pollutants at source. In 2020, foam
was documented in abundance at the Newport, Providence
& Stamford units. Foam particles entering Newport harbor
were linked to nearby construction, in which the town and
contract group were notified for remediation.

Image 5. Persistent foam pollutants found within
the Newport Skimmer

While this highlights a success story of the Marina
Trash Skimmers ability to collect, identify, and stop
pollution at its source, other persisting pollutants were
identified, with less so an action for prevention, but a
telling story of plastics best and worse characteristics,
durability. True Cigarettes commonly smoked in the
70’s and 80’s and first manufactured in 1966, were
advertised for being “true”, a safe alternative to tar
filled competitors that in addition offered a
revolutionary filter. Unique for its triple air filtration
system, True cigarettes were the first and only
Image 6. COA Microplastic Sampling Index
company to offer plastic tipped butts. While today
True cigarettes never seemed to make it to the mainstream convenience store markets, their revolutionary
filters can be seen throughout every Marina Trash Skimmer no matter its location.
While the data in this report is alarming and accounts for small subset of material actually collected and
discarded, it brings to light the severity of the issue locally. For various changes in programs efficiencies each
skimmers ability to remove material year to year is limited on the program effectiveness to maintain the
operations of debris removal. For that reason, we can observe major difference in pounds removed by
location based on physical hours in which the motor has operated. The same can be observed with number of
documented items, as the data reflects that with more site visits, more items are cataloged. However, what
stays consistent year to year is the record type of reoccurring items.
Using the Marina Trash Skimmer technology as a highly effective tool to remove debris and getting volunteers
to be energized to catalog items is shown to increase the programs impact. What the data suggest and what is
rooted with our educational messaging, is that the solution to eliminating marine debris is not the
implementations of additional skimmers, but one’s choice to reduce these reoccurring plastics that the data
highlights.
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2020 SUMMARY
Table 2. 2020 Marina Trash Skimmer Summary
Location:

Newport

Portsmouth

Providence

Number of Site
Visits

6

-

4

-

Items Collected

418

-

371

5,080

-

1,915

Debris
Removed

New Bedford

Fall River

Stamford

Totals

0

18

28

-

0

5,375

6,165

-

225

614

7,834

14% 1%
Shorline & Recreational
Activities
Smoking Related Activites
Ocean/Waterway
Activities

85%

Figure 3. 2020 total items collected within categorical subgroupings
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Figure 4. 2020
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Table 3. 2020 Newport Harbor Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:

6

Items Collected:

418

Pounds of Debris Removed:

5,080

1000

131
100

74

68
44
22
13

12

9

10

1

Misc
Plastic

Food Misc Foam Cigarettes
Wrappers

Caps &
Sum of
Plastic
Lids
Misc Paper Bags

9

7

Tobacco Straws/
Packaging Stirrers

Plastic
Bottles

Image 7. Single- use materials found commonly in the
Newport Skimmer

Figure 5. 2020 Newport Harbor Skimmer Top Ten Items Collected

Table 4. 2020 Providence Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:

4

Items Collected:
Pounds of Debris Removed:

371
1,915

1000

118
100

63
32

30

22

20

20

19

17

11

10

1

Food
Wrappers

Misc Misc Foam Plastic
Plastic
Bags

Plastic
Bottles

Cigar Tips Tobacco
Packaging

Figure 6. 2020 Providence Skimmer Top Ten Items

Caps &
Lids

Straws/ Cigarettes
Stirrers

Image 8. Single-use items commonly found in the
Providence Skimmer
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Table 5. 2020 Fall River Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

0
0

Pounds of Debris Removed:

225

Image 9. Fall River Marina Trash Skimmer

Figure 7. Fall River Skimmer Top Ten Items

Table 6. 2020 Stamford Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

18
5,375

Pounds of Debris Removed:

614

10000
2510
1000

778

715

684
251
128

100

78

49
25

20

20

10

1

Misc Foam Misc Plastic Cigar ettes

Food
Caps & Lids Straws / Plastic B ags Plastic
Wr appers
Stir rers
Bo ttles

Figure 8. Stamford Skimmer Top Ten

Beverage
Bo ttles
(Glas s)

Beverage Misc Paper
Cans

Image 10. Community Sorting Day
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2019 SUMMARY
Table 7. 2019 Marina Trash Skimmer Summary
Location:

Newport

Portsmouth

Providence

New Bedford

Number of Site
Visits

14

10

12

11

Items Collected

3,742

1,313

2,873

Debris
Removed

1,848

500

5,491

Fall River

Stamford

Totals

1

2

50

5,139

112

127

13,306

3,952

460

369

12,620

1%
Shorline & Recreational Activities

44%

55%

Smoking Related Activites
Ocean/Waterway Activities

Figure 9. 2019 total items collected within categorical subgroupings

Figure 10. 2019 Top Items Collected
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Table 8. 2019 Newport Harbor Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:

14

Items Collected:

3,742

Pounds of Debris Removed:

1,848 lbs.

Figure 11. 2019 Newport Harbor Skimmer Top Ten Items Collected

Image 11. Single- use materials found commonly in the
Newport Skimmer

Table 9. 2019 New England Boatworks Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:

10

Items Collected:

1,313

Pounds of Debris Removed:

500 lbs.

Figure 12. 2019 New England Boatworks Skimmer Top Ten Items

Image 12. Dock foam commonly found in the New
England Boatworks Skimmer
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Table 10. 2019 Providence Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

12
2,873

Pounds of Debris Removed:

5,491 lbs.

Figure 13. 2019 Providence Skimmer Top Ten Items

Image 13. Single-use items commonly found in the
Providence Skimmer

Table 11. 2019 New Bedford Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

11
5,139

Pounds of Debris Removed:

3952 lbs.

Figure 14. New Bedford Skimmer Top Ten Items

Image 14. New Bedford Marina Trash Skimmer
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Table 12. 2019 Fall River Skimmer Summary

Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

1
112

Pounds of Debris Removed:

460 lbs.

Figure 15. Fall River Skimmer Top Ten Items

Image 15. Fall River Marina Trash Skimmer

Table 13. 2019 Stamford Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:
Items Collected:

2
127

Pounds of Debris Removed:

369 lbs.

Figure 16. Stamford Skimmer Top Ten

Image 16. Community Sorting Day
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2018 SUMMARY
Table 14. 2018 Skimmer Summary (All Locations)
Number of Site Visits:

36

Items Collected:

4,023

Pounds of Debris Removed:

5,885 lbs.

Shorline & Recreational
Activities
6%
25%

Smoking Related Activites
69%

Ocean/Waterway
Activities

Figure 18. 2018 total items collected within categorical subgroupings.
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Figure 17. 2018 total itemized debris of material items with a count of over 100. (X-Axis – Items // Y-Axis
= Total Count)
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Table 15. 2018 Newport Harbor Skimmer
Summary

Table 16. 2018 New England Boatworks
Skimmer Summary

Number of Site Visits:

22

Number of Site Visits:

14

Items Collected:

2,939

Items Collected:

1,284

Pounds of Debris Removed:

5,085 lbs.

Pounds of Debris Removed:

800 lbs.

Percent of Debris Analyzed:

34%

Percent of Debris Analyzed:

27%
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Figure 20. 2018 Newport Harbor Top Ten

Image 17. Cigarettes found in Newport
Harbor skimmer
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Figure 19. 2018 New England Boat Works Top Ten

Image 18. Eroding foam docks at New
England Boatworks contributing to the
highest item count
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2017 SUMMARY
Table 17. 2017 Skimmer Summary (All Locations)
Number of Site Visits:

92

Items Collected:

17,848

Pounds of Debris Removed:

8,730 lbs.

Shorline & Recreational
Activities
11%

Smoking Related Activites

28%
61%

Ocean/Waterway
Activities

Figure 21. 2017 pie chart of total items collected within categorical subgroupings.
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Figure 22. 2017 total itemized debris of material items with a count of over 100. (X-Axis –
Items // Y-Axis = Total Count)
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Table 19. 2017 Newport Harbor Skimmer
Summary

Table 18. 2017 New England Boatworks Skimmer
Summary

Number of Site Visits:

42

Number of Site Visits:

50

Items Collected:

15,306

Items Collected:

2,257

Pounds of Debris Removed:

7,701 lbs.

Pounds of Debris Removed:

1,029 lbs.

Percent of Debris Analyzed:

25%

Percent of Debris Analyzed:

43%

Figure 23. 2017 Top Ten Items Newport Harbor Trash
Skimmer

Image 20. Foam commonly found in
New England Boatworks skimmer

Figure 24. 2017 Top Ten Items New England Boatworks Trash
Skimmer

Image 19. Commonly found consumer
waster in Newport Harbor Skimmer
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2016 SUMMARY
Table 20. 2016 Newport Harbor Skimmer Summary
Number of Site Visits:

23

Items Collected:

5,710

Pounds of Debris Removed:

6,000 lbs.

Shorline & Recreational
Activities
11%

21%

Smoking Related Activites
68%

Ocean/Waterway
Activities

Figure 25. 2016 pie chart of total items collected within categorical subgroupings.

Figure 26. 2016 total itemized debris of itemized debris with a count of over 100
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EDUCATION & OUTREACH EVENTS

PROGRAM DETAILS

Location:

Newport Portsmouth Providence

New
Bedford

Fall
River

Stamford

Totals

Number of Education
Events:

49

2

16

9

1

4

81

People Reached:

1,291

17

792

138

19

46

2241

Contact Hours:

1,070

14

511

97

19

23

1692

Differing Programs:

27

2

12

6

1

4

46

COA environmental education focuses on immersing students in their local environment, either through
cleanups, marina trash skimmer tours, water testing or modeling the Aquidneck Island watershed, and then
following up with practical ways that the students can become stewards of their environment through daily
choices.
COA has three areas of Experiential Environmental Education (EEE): watershed pollution, ocean pollution, and
conservation. The Marina Trash Skimmer program falls within our ocean pollution curriculum and specifically
teaches students about marine debris removal technology, where the units are operating and provides the
students with hands-on experience allowing them to self-assess the debris collected by the unit. These
experiences allow them to think critically on how both them as an individual and as a community member can
drive change to rid our oceans of marine debris.
Although COA works mainly to protect and preserve the coastal and marine ecosystems on and around
Aquidneck Island, the organization understands the importance of engaging and educating adults and youth in
all communities. Over the years COA has worked with both on and off Island groups to raise awareness of
ocean health issues. At COA, we share our education procedures and are always available to schedule
education events year-round. Our off-island Marina Trash Skimmers work to share our education model with
likeminded partners that mutually benefit both organizations.
In the summer months, COA organizes skimmer tours that are open to the public and are available bimonthly
to anyone interested in our work and how technology works. At every tour our team encourages individuals to
ask the important questions and get involved with volunteer efforts.
Within this section, each year is broken up into subsections that aim to give a high-level overview of the
number of events conducted, number of people reached, contact hours of events and people, and a
description of each group that attended for that given year. In 2016, the MTS were installed in August and no
education events were conducted.
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2020 SUMMARY
Table 21. 2020 Education Summary
Location:

Newport

Portsmouth

Providence

New
Bedford

Fall
River

Stamford

Totals

Number of Education
Events:

4

-

1

1

-

1

6

People Reached:

34

-

8

35

-

20

62

Contact Hours:

34

-

8

26

-

Differing Programs:

4

-

1

1

-

1

6

2020 PROGRAMS:
COASTWEEKS SKIMMER TOUR
Every autumn, Coastweeks events celebrate building awareness and understanding of our coast. Rhode Island
Sea Grant and the Coastal Resources Center (CRC) at the University of Rhode Island Graduate School of
Oceanography collaborated with Clean Ocean Access and offered safe opportunities for the RI community to
clean Aquidneck Island coastlines and to see the Newport Marina Trash Skimmer in action.
On October 14th, seven individuals learned how the skimmers work to collect debris, the kinds of debris that
they collect and how multiple interdisciplinary studies can be applied to the technology.
HARBOR DEVELOPMENT FORUM
Clean Ocean Access connected with 17 individuals
that represented development and enforcements
groups across various harbors in Rhode Island &
Bristol County, Massachusetts. The project team
educated the group on the partnership between COA
and Newport Harbormaster, and their effort to
remove marine debris and educate the community on
the issue of plastic pollution. While each harbor
operates differently, the group left with an
understanding that there are options for them to
connect with local non-profits in their respected area
and make meaningful impact to reduce plastic from
entering our oceans.
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LEADERSHIP RHODE ISLAND SKIMMER TOUR
On July 22nd, Clean Ocean Access hosted five professionals undergoing leadership
training in collaboration with Leadership Rhode Islands environmental awareness
week. Those who attended were able to apply their careers paths of
manufacturing, engineering, marketing and construction management to the
operations and data collection program of the Marina Trash Skimmers. The group
left with a heighted awareness of the plastic pollution and a scalable solution for
Rhode Island to lead the way in debris removal.
BLUE TECH & INNOVATION SKIMMER TOUR
Concluding the Ocean Race’s virtually summit, Clean Ocean Access hosted a public skimmer tour that
highlighted the Marina Trash Skimmer as Blue Teach and Innovative solution to the issue of plastic pollution.
Five community members attended and learned about the technology that they never knew was located in
the harbor. The grouped was shocked about how simply of a concept the skimmers were, left wanting to see
more in their community and with an urge to get more involved with the group.

PROVIDENCE SKIMMER TOUR WITH THE WHEELER SCHOOL
Hosted by Woonasquatucket River Watershed Council and The Hot
Club, COA attended as a guest speaker at a providence skimmer
tour with the Wheeler School’s after school science club. On this
summer like fall Saturday morning, seven students and their
teacher learned about how the technology works, they physically
remove 100 pounds of debris from the skimmer and took data on
the types reoccurring items found within the collections.

SOUNDWATERS SUMMER RESEARCH INTENSIVE (SRI)
SoundWaters launched SRI for everyone, an opportunity for
students to follow a passion for science and work in the
environment. To close that opportunity gap, SoundWaters
hosted 20 high school students over four weeks to conduct
intensive research on Long Island Sound water quality,
marine debris and animal populations.
Groups of six students per day sharded the responsibility to
empty the Stamford Marina Trash Skimmer and track both
the debris removed, and the items collected. Over their SRI
study the students tracked 614 pound of debris and
cataloged 5,375 items.
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2019 SUMMARY
Table 22. 2019 Education Summary
Location:

Newport

Portsmouth

Providence

New
Bedford

Fall
River

Stamford

Totals

Number of Education
Events:

14

2

15

9

1

3

44

People Reached:

298

17

784

138

19

26

1282

Contact Hours:

298

14

503

97

19

23

954

Differing Programs:

9

2

11

6

1

3
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2019 PROGRAMS:
NEWPORT SKIMMER LAUNCH
This event marked the start of the fourth season of the Newport
Harbor skimmer! The day began with a cleanup of the Point section of
access points followed by a skimmer tour. The skimmer tour explained
how the skimmer operates and its impact on the local harbor. The COA
staff presented data from the past three seasons to show just how
effective the skimmers have been in removing marine debris from the
area. The attendees, with COA marine debris specialist, Max Kraimer,
started with a discussion about marine debris and plastic pollution,
leading into the importance of the MTS. The lesson ended by discussing
simple ways we can improve ocean health and having the students
brainstorm ways they can influence change, reduce the amount of
single-use plastics in their lives, and help push for a more sustainable
future.
NEW BEDFORD AHA! PARADE
As a part of AHA! night, the annual Earth Eve Procession celebrated the earth in advance of Earth Day on April
22 and explored how residents can create a sustainable environment to live in.
Exactly 24 hours before the installation of the New Bedford trash skimmer, COA and CBC showcased this
technology at the cities AHA! Night. Approximately, fifty people learned briefly about how the technology
work and the forming partnership of the groups.
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THE MET SCHOOL PLASTIC POLLUTION
Clean Ocean Access performed a lesson about plastic pollution at
The Paul W. Crowley East Bay Met High School to one of the
senior classes. Athena (intern) and Jessie from COA discussed
how people have a major influence with waste disposal and went
in depth about plastic pollution. By the end of the lesson,
students could discuss topics on littering, pollution, and how the
Marina Trash Skimmer worked. Students were asked to look at
how trash from the park clean-up varied from the trash in the
skimmer. Students were shocked about how much trash had
accumulated in twenty-four hours. Students noticed that there
were more cigarette butts in the water than at the park. The lesson ended with a reflection and introduction
to microplastics at the Marina Trash Skimmer in Newport.
KIDS KLUB MARINA TRASH SKIMMER EDUCATION
Clean Ocean Access performed a lesson about ocean
pollution and the marina trash skimmer in conjunction
with the Woonasquatucket River Watershed Council
(WRWC) for 50 kids (Grades K – 5) attending the Kids
Klub during their April Vacation. Jessie from COA and
Alysha and Sara from WRWC brought groups of kids
down to the Marina Trash Skimmer in Providence and
taught the kids about this marine debris removal
technology and the importance of environmental
stewardship. The kids took part in a tour of the
skimmer, as well as a marine debris sort where the
kids sorted through different debris collected by the
skimmer and reflected on what types of debris were collected, where it came from, and what the students can
do in their daily lives to prevent these types of debris from ending up in our waterways and oceans. The
students then worked individually and in groups to brainstorm and draw out their own inventions that would
help eliminate marine debris in our oceans. Overall, the students were excited to learn about the marina trash
skimmer and put their creative minds to the test while brainstorming their own inventions.
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PROVIDENCE SKIMMER LAUNCH
The Hot Club Marina Trash Skimmer is the culmination of
statewide efforts to curb plastic pollution and address
marine debris, including Governor Raimondo’s Zero
Plastics Marina Initiative and Task Force to Tackle
Plastics. Last year, Rhode Island became the first state to
sign the UN Environment’s Clean Seas Pledge during the
Newport stopover of the 2018 Volvo Ocean Race. The
Southeast New England Marina Trash Skimmer program
upholds the Ocean State’s reputation as a national leader
to address plastic pollution with a comprehensive
approach that combines marine debris removal with
prevention and education. The Hot Club Marina Trash
Skimmer, supported by Providence’s Office of
Sustainability and the Providence Parks Department, is an important addition to Rhode Island’s capital and will
help support the City’s overall sustainability goals while protecting the Providence River and beyond.

NEW BEDFORD SKIMMER LAUNCH
Edward Washburn, Executive Director at New Bedford
Port Authority, joined decision makers, partners and
stakeholders to announce the installation of the Port of
New Bedford Marina Trash Skimmer. This installation in
New Bedford marks the expansion of the innovative
Marina Trash Skimmer technology in the top fishing port
in the country with the goal to eliminate marine debris
and improve coastal water quality.
Funded by 11th Hour Racing, the Port of New Bedford
Marina Trash Skimmer is part of the Southeast New
England Marina Trash Skimmer program, a multi-year
initiative by Clean Ocean Access (COA) that seeks to
improve the health of southern New England’s harbors and marinas frequented by tens of thousands of
residents and visited by millions of tourists annually.
Education and outreach efforts to engage the broader New Bedford community through the marina trash
skimmer program are made possible by funding from the Amgen Foundation and the Island Foundation, and
sponsorship support from Buzzards Bay Coalition, Imtra Corporation and Bay Line Inc.
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ANCHOR ACADEMY SKIMMER TOUR
COA visited the New Bedford Marina Trash Skimmer with a group of six
students. The program began by defining marine debris and the six
different types of water pollution. We then discussed the different sources
of water pollution, which brought us to the topic of the watershed. After a
brief discussion addressing the concept of a watershed, we brought the
class down to the skimmer to illustrate how COA actively cleans marine
debris in the area. The students learned how the skimmers not only clean
up floating debris on the top of the water, but how they also break down
the petroleum products in the water as well, through the process of
oxidation. The students were then tasked with sorting the contents of the
skimmer themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found.
The group continued this citizen science effort for five consecutive weeks
preceding the first tour.

MARY E. FOGARTY SKIMMER TOUR
COA visited the Providence Skimmer at the Hot Club with a group of
students from Mary E. Fogarty elementary school. The program began
by defining marine debris and the six different types of water pollution.
The students discussed and learned about how the skimmer operates,
as well as its local impact in the Providence River. At the skimmer, the
students gathered around the skimmer to learn, and see, how the
skimmer collects floating marine debris. Debris was then collected and
tallied from the skimmer so the students could see the type of marine
debris that collected by the skimmer. From this information, they were
able to determine common pollutants found.
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BLACKSTONE ACADEMY SKIMMER TOUR
A group of 12th grade students from Blackstone
Academy toured the Providence Skimmer. The lesson
was a discussion about marine debris and plastic
pollution, leading into the importance of the MTS. The
students learned how the unit operates, while bringing
the students down to one of the MTS units and
opening the lid to provide the kids a live view of the
MTS in operation, slowly collecting debris and aerating
the water. The students were intrigued by the machine
that, from afar, looks like a floating dumpster. The
lesson ended by discussing simple ways we can
improve ocean health and having the students brainstorm ways they can influence change, reduce the amount
of single-use plastics in their lives, and help push for a more sustainable future.
PROVIDENCE COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
Students from the Providence Country Day School did a skimmer tour at the
Providence River marina trash skimmer at the Hot Club. The owner of the Hot
Club’s child attends the school and she encouraged the class to take a tour to
learn about the work of the skimmer. The students learned how the unit
operates and its function in the Providence River. Students were able to see
how the skimmer collects marine debris and oil sheen by collecting it into the
skimmer. The lesson ended by looking forward to see how the students
themselves could make positive environmental change and work towards a
more sustainable future!
PAUL CUFFEE SKIMER TOUR WITH WRWC
COA’s education partner, WRWC, visited the Providence Skimmer
at the Hot Club with a group of students from the Paul Cuffee
School. The program began by defining marine debris and the six
different types of water pollution. The students discussed and
learned about how the skimmer operates as well as its local
impact in the Providence River. At the skimmer, the students
gathered around the skimmer to learn, and see, how the skimmer
collects floating marine debris. Debris was then collected and
tallied from the skimmer so the students could see the type of marine debris that collected by the skimmer.
From this information, they were able to determine common pollutants found.
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RWU RISE STEM SKIMMER TOUR
A group of six RISE STEM Scholarship students from
Roger Williams University toured both the Perrotti
Park Marina Trash Skimmer in Newport and the New
England Boatworks Marina Trash Skimmer in
Portsmouth. At the start of their tour, Max spoke to
the importance of the skimmer. He touched upon
why the skimmers were placed in the locations they
are, with the Perrotti Park MTS collecting much more
consumer waste and the New England Boatworks
MTS collecting more foam from the docks and
hydrocarbons from the fuel dock. He also discussed
the expansion of the project through the installation
of skimmers in Fall River, Massachusetts, and
Stamford, Connecticut. The students were able to see the difference between macro and microplastics
previously found in the skimmers. Then, the students, led by four RWU faculty members and Clean Ocean
Access team members, sorted through the debris found in both skimmers. The students sorted and tallied the
debris they found for both locations as an experience in field data collection. The students spent the afternoon
behind the computer analyzing the skimmer collection and making comparisons to between their findings and
COA’s larger dataset dating back to 2016. Students at the end of their orientation presented to COA staff.
This marked the first education with RWU; we are excited to advance this partnership with new classes
annually.
NEWPORT EVENING SKIMMER TOUR
Clean Ocean Access (COA) hosts evening Marina Trash Skimmer tours during the summer that are free and
open to the public to expose interested community members to the marine debris technology. COA Executive
Director, Dave McLaughlin, COA Program Manager, Eva Touhey, and COA Marine Debris Specialist, Max
Kraimer rotate leading the tours. The tour began with a discussion of how the skimmer operates and the
importance of using the Marina Trash Skimmers as a tool to remove floating marine debris and oil sheen from
our harbors and marinas. The attendees were brought down to the trash skimmer at Perrotti Park, allowing
them to get up close and personal with the skimmer and watching it in action. Then the group watched the
COA staff empty the debris collected by the skimmer and sorted through the seaweed and debris to show
everyone what type of debris was collected. The group brainstormed ways to prevent these items from ending
up in our harbor. This lesson focused on the importance of ocean health, where litter comes from and ends
up, and how the Marina Trash Skimmer operates.
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BRADLEY SCHOOL SKIMMER VISIT
A Bradley School student, James, and his advisor, Mia, met Rachel at the
skimmer Monday morning (7/8/19) at 9:30 am to assist in the sorting and
tallying of the trash found in the Newport Marina trash skimmer at Perrotti Park.
The trash had previously been scooped out of the skimmer by the Newport
harbormaster. They then collectively sorted through the trash collected on the
table. The student, James, seemed excited about the process. He asked
questions about where the trash was coming from and if the information COA
was collecting made people change their habits. He made insightful comments
such as, “Smoking isn’t good for your body or the ocean.” He was also interested
in how the skimmer worked and was excited for the one in Fall River to be built
because it was near where he lived.
FAB NEWPORT SKIMMER TOUR
COA visited the Newport Harbor Marina
Trash Skimmer (MTS) with a group of
students from the FabNewport summer
camp. The students were students from all
around the Island that were attending the
annual FabNewport camp where the
students’ bike to every camp activity
including the skimmer tour. The program
began by defining marine debris and the six
different types of water pollution. We then
discussed the different sources of water
pollution, which brought us to the topic of the watershed. After a brief discussion addressing the concept of a
watershed, we brought the class down to the skimmer to illustrate how COA actively cleans marine debris in
the Newport Harbor. The students learned how the skimmer cleans up floating debris on the top of the water,
and how they break down the petroleum products in the water through the process of oxidation. The students
were then tasked with sorting the contents of the MTS themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they
found. This exercise provided a first-hand experience showing just how much marine debris can be found in
one small harbor.
EARTH SUSTAINABILITY DAY
Leadership South Coast engages, educates, and empowers diverse individuals to become active community
leaders in a vigorous network determined to improve and strengthen the South Coast region. The group
learned about New Bedford’s active waterfront history and its initiatives to clean the harbor. As a partner for
this program, the individuals also got to learn about our mission here at COA.
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NEWPORT SKIMMER TOUR
COA hosted a tour of the MTS for the general public in
Newport, RI. The attendees met with COA marine debris
specialist, Max Kraimer, at the skimmer located at Perrotti
Park. Max began the lesson with a discussion about marine
debris and plastic pollution, leading into the importance of
the MTS. Max described how the unit operates, while
bringing the students down to one of the MTS units and
opening the lid to provide the kids a live view of the MTS in
operation, slowly collecting debris and aerating the water.
Those in attendance seemed intrigued by the machine that,
from afar, looks like a floating dumpster. Max ended the
lesson by discussing simple ways we can improve ocean health and having the students brainstorm ways they
can influence change, reduce the amount of single-use plastics in their lives, and help push for a more
sustainable future.
PROVIDENCE PARKS SKIMMER TOUR
In partnership with Providence Parks, there was a skimmer tour held at
the Providence Skimmer with a group of students from grades K-5. The
program began by defining marine debris and the six different types of
water pollution. We then discussed the different sources of water
pollution, which brought us to the topic of the watershed where they
reviewed the concept using a watershed modeling system. After a brief
discussion addressing the concept of a watershed, we brought the class
down to the skimmer to illustrate how COA actively cleans marine debris
in the Providence River. The students learned how the skimmers not only
clean up floating debris on the top of the water, but how they also break
down the petroleum products in the water through the process of oxidation.
BROWN UNIVERSITY GREEN TEAM SKIMMER TOUR
A group of students from Brown University’s Green Team took a tour of the Providence River Marina Trash
Skimmer (MTS) with our education partner WRWC. The University’s Green Team works on environmental
initiatives through the Office of Sustainability. The program began by defining marine debris and the six
different types of water pollution. The students were brought down to the skimmer at the Hot Club to
illustrate how COA actively cleans marine debris in the river. The students learned how the skimmers not only
clean up floating debris on the top of the water, but how they also break down the petroleum products in the
water through the process of oxidation. The students were then tasked with sorting the contents of the MTS
themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found. This exercise provided a first-hand experience
showing just how much marine debris can be found in one small harbor. The students used this program as an
inspiration for making their own campus increasingly sustainable.
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PROVIDENCE MET SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
Students from the Providence MET high school took a tour of the
Providence River Marina Trash Skimmer (MTS) located at the Hot Club.
The students met with our educational partner in providence, WRWC, at
the skimmer and discussed marine debris and plastic pollution, leading
into the importance of the MTS. The students learned how the unit
operates. They were able to see the operation first-hand by looking at
the Providence unit and opening the lid to provide a live view of the MTS
in operation, slowly collecting debris and aerating the water. The
students were intrigued by the machine and the role it plays in keeping
the local river clean and healthy. Students then reflected on simple ways
we can improve ocean health and brainstormed ways they can influence change, reduce the amount of singleuse plastics in their lives, and help push for a more sustainable future.
URI COASTWEEKS SKIMMER TOUR
On Monday, October 7, 2019 at 530 P.M. Clean Ocean Access
(COA) hosted a Marina Trash Skimmer Tour for the Coastweeks
event. The tour took place in Perrotti Park (Newport) and
sought to raise awareness about marine debris in the Newport
Harbor. The event educated the general public on how the
COA Marina Trash Skimmers operate daily to remove floating
debris and oxidize water for healthier marine life. During the
tour, COA removed debris from the trash skimmer and
reviewed the inorganic and organic materials found and
explained how you can help reduce the amount of pollutants found in our waters. The event also helped to
promote our project funders, 11th Hour Racing, and their role in promoting systematic change within the
sailing and marine communities. Clean Ocean Access is proud to have worked in partnership with Rhode Island
Sea Grant, the Coastal Resources Center (CRC), and the R.I. Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC)
for Coastweeks.
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FALL RIVER SKIMMER TOUR
COA hosted a tour of the Fall River Marina Trash Skimmer
(MTS) with a group of home-schooled students. The
students met with Max, our marine debris specialist. Max
began the lesson with a discussion about marine debris
and plastic pollution, leading into the importance of the
MTS. Max described how the unit operates, while
bringing the public down to the MTS unit and opening the
lid to provide the public with a live view of the MTS in
operation, slowly collecting debris and aerating the water.
Those in attendance seemed intrigued by the machine
that, from afar, looks like a floating dumpster. Max ended
the lesson by discussing simple ways we can improve ocean health and having the students brainstorm ways
they can influence change, reduce the amount of single-use plastics in their lives, and help push for a more
sustainable future.
PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
COA visited the Portsmouth Marina Trash Skimmer (MTS) with a group of students from Portsmouth High
School. The program began by defining marine debris and the six different types of water pollution. We then
discussed the different sources of water pollution, which brought us to the topic of the watershed. After a
brief discussion addressing the concept of a watershed, we brought the class down to the skimmers to
illustrate how COA actively cleans marine debris in the area. The students learned how the skimmers not only
clean up floating debris on the top of the water, but how they also break down the petroleum products in the
water through the process of oxidation. The students were then tasked with sorting the contents of the MTS
themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found. This exercise provided a first-hand experience
showing just how much marine debris can be found in one small harbor. We ended the program by having
each student say one thing that they could do to reduce the amount of single-use plastic they use each day.
BISHOP MCVINNEY
COA hosted a tour of the Providence River Marina Trash Skimmer (MTS) with a group of students from Bishop
McVinney elementary school. The students met with Max, our marine debris specialist, and Eva, our program
coordinator. The students started by exploring the watershed model which depicts how pollutants can
infiltrate the watershed and impact water quality. After using the watershed model, the students took a tour
of the Providence unit. The students discussed marine debris and plastic pollution with Max and Eva, leading
into the importance of the MTS. They learned how the unit operates and got to see what was going inside the
unit. The students finished their lesson by drawing messages of environmental sustainability for their school to
encourage their classmates to push for a more sustainable future.
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SAINT MICHAELS’S COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
On October 30th, Eva gave an introductory presentation to the 4th grade at St.
Michael’s Country Day School about Clean Ocean Access, Healthy Soils Healthy Seas
RI and the marina trash skimmers. On November 6th, the students visited the
Newport marina trash skimmer to learn about marine debris pollution and a form a
technology working to eliminate marine debris from the coastline. The students
sorted the debris and engaged in conversation in measures to reduce the amount
of pollution in our environment.

THOMPSON MIDDLE SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
For two days COA staff members, Eva Touhey and Max Kraimer,
educated approximately 85 5th grade students from Thompson
Middle Scholl. The students were separated into four groups on
each day and rotate through different stations: marina trash
skimmer (COA led), watershed model (COA led), Fishn’ Tales,
Oliver Hazard Perry and then a station led by TMS teachers.
When returning back to school student wrote thank you cards
to the staff and let us know their favorite part about the day.

JUANITA SANCHEZ SKIMMER TOUR
COA visited the Providence Skimmer at the Hot Club with a group of students from Juanita Sanchez High
School. The program began by defining marine debris and the six different types of water pollution. The
students discussed and learned about how the skimmer operates, as well as its local impact in the Providence
River. At the skimmer, the students gathered around the skimmer to learn, and see, how the skimmer collects
floating marine debris. Debris was then collected and tallied from the skimmer so the students could see the
type of marine debris that collected by the skimmer. From this information, they were able to determine
common pollutants found.
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2018 SUMMARY
Table 23. 2018 Education Summary
Number of Education Events

17

People Reached:

656

Contact Hours:

426

Age Range:

All Ages

Differing Programs:

10

2018 PROGRAMS:
6IMDC FIELD LEARNING ACTIVITY
COA hosted two MTS tours at the 6th International Marine
Debris Conference in San Diego, CA. COA executive director,
Dave McLaughlin, led the tour and informational session along
with Eva Touhey, COA program manager, and Max Kraimer,
COA marine debris specialist. The inventor of the MTS
technology, Louis Pasoz was in attendance and helped to run
the entire event. Louis, along with the COA staff, explained
the mechanics, history and importance of the MTS to all the
attendees, while also including a hands-on experience of
emptying the skimmer and sorting through the debris to give
everyone a real time example of what the skimmer collects.
6IMDC TECHNICAL POSTER SESSION
COA hosted an informational poster session at the 6th
International Marine Debris Conference about the MTS and
marine debris removal technology. Over 350 people were
able to check out the poster and discuss the work of COA
with executive director, Dave McLaughlin, COA program
manager, Eva Touhey, and COA marine debris specialist,
Max Kraimer. Everyone was excited to see the hard work we
are doing in eliminating marine debris and get a better
understanding of what a MTS is and how it operates.
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NEWPORT YACHT CLUB
COA led a tour of and education lesson for the kids from the Newport
Yacht Club about the MTS located at Perrotti Park in Newport, RI. The
tour was led by COA marine debris specialist, Max Kraimer. Max taught
the children how the trash skimmers operate and discussed the
importance of the MTS in helping with the problem of marine debris in
the Newport Harbor. Then, the children sorted through the debris that
was collected in the skimmer over the past few hours, tallying what kind
of debris they found. This led into a final discussion about what kind of
debris is ending up in the harbor, and ways that we can prevent in from
ending up in the harbor. The children were all enthusiastic and creative
in their ideas of how to improve ocean health.

SUMMER SUCCESS CAMP
The Summer Success Program consisted of 4 separate sessions with the same students. All sessions were led
by COA education intern, Chrissy Leonard. During week two, the curriculum focused on the question: How do
we clean up water pollution? To demonstrate one of the approaches for cleaning up water pollution, we took
the group to the Newport Harbor MTS at Perrotti Park where Chrissy Leonard and COA environmental science
intern, Paige Myatt, led a lesson about the MTS and
marine debris. While at the unit, we revisited the
topic of marine debris, explained how the unit
functions, the purpose of MTS, and discussed other
ways for cleaning up marine debris in the ocean. This
site visit gave the students a real-life example of the
amount of trash and type of trash accumulating right
in their harbor, while also illustrating ways that their
city is trying to help address the problem. The
students sorted through the seaweed ad debris
collected by the MTS working together to examine
the debris and tally the types of debris they found.
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BRADLEY SCHOOL SKIMMER TOUR
COA led a tour and education lesson of the MTS at Perrotti
Park, for the kids from The Bradley School. The Bradley School
located in Portsmouth, RI and is one of many Bradley Schools
located in Rhode Island and Connecticut that provides a
private educational program for students whose psychiatric
and behavioral needs are not met by the public-school
system. COA program coordinator, Jessica Frascotti, led the
skimmer education lesson along with COA environmental
science interns, Lauren Richards and Jill Chopin. The lesson
began with a discussion about water pollution and marine
debris and the kids and teachers hypothesized what items they thought they
would find in the MTS. Then, Jill and Lauren explained how the MTS units
operate using a visual poster located above the units at Perrotti Park and also
brought the students down to the skimmer where they got to see first-hand
how the MTS operates. Everyone then returned to the grass in the park to
sort through the debris and seaweed that was collected by the MTS
overnight. The children were enthusiastic and excited to sort through the
debris and see what they could find. While sorting through the piles, they
tallied the different types of debris. The lesson ended with a discussion on
what the students learned, whether their hypotheses were correct, and a
brainstorming on simple ways to improve ocean health in their everyday
lives.

THOMPSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
COA hosted a tour of the MTS for the students from Thompson Middle School in Newport, RI. The students
met COA marine debris specialist, Max Kraimer, at the two skimmers located at Perrotti Park. Max began the
lesson with a discussion about marine debris and plastic pollution, leading into the importance of the MTS.
Max described how the unites operate, while bringing the students down to one of the MTS units and opening
the lid to provide the kids a live view of the MTS in operation, slowly collecting debris and aerating the water.
The students were intrigued by the machine that, from afar, looks like a floating dumpster. Max ended the
lesson by discussing simple ways we can improve ocean health and having the students brainstorm ways they
can influence change, reduce the amount of single-use plastics in their lives, and help push for a more
sustainable future.
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NEWPORT COUNTY BOYS & GIRLS CLUB
The Camp GREAT consisted of a five-week education program with
various topics focusing on water pollution. Each week, the same
topic was taught to three different age groups: rising 4th, 5th, and
6th/7th graders. During week three, the curriculum focused on
plastic pollution, marine debris degradation, and different ways to
help clean up marine debris and improve ocean health. To
demonstrate one of the approaches for cleaning up marine debris,
we took each group of kids to the Newport Harbor MTS, located
just at Perrotti Park. While at the skimmer, we discussed what
marine debris is, how the skimmers function, the purpose of the
MTS, and other possible ways for cleaning up marine debris. This
site visit gave the students a real-life example of the amount of
trash and type of trash accumulating right in their local harbor,
while also illustrating ways that their city is trying to help address
the problem. The students sorted through the seaweed and debris collected by the MTS, examining the litter
and tallying what type of trash they found. This brings real-time awareness to the problem of litter and the
type of litter ending up in our oceans.

SAILING EDUCATION ON THE ADIRONDACK II
COA went aboard the Adirondack II for a sailing
excursion on August 14, 2018. During the sailing
excursion, COA program manager, Eva Touhey
and COA program coordinator, Jessie Frascotti led
an educational lesson about marine debris and
environmental stewardship. Jessie and Eva
introduced everyone to COA and the programs we
offer. Then, they discussed the problem of marine
debris and importance of education and
awareness when addressing the problem of
marine debris. Eva discussed the different citizenscience initiatives people can get involved in, as
well as the volunteer opportunities available
through COA. Then, Jessie discussed plastic pollution and marine debris degradation, going into depth about
the four MTS on Aquidneck Island and how they operate. The lesson ended with Jessie and Eva bringing
around jars with small plastic and Styrofoam collected at the Perrotti Park skimmers. The guests from out of
state were extremely interested to learn more about COA and seemed eager to get involved in citizen-science
initiatives in their own community and the local guests were excited to learn more about the environmental
initiatives going on in their community.
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COX AUTOMOTIVE SKIMMER TOUR
COA hosted an education beach cleanup at Kings
Beach Fishing Area in Newport followed by a tour
of the MTS at Perrotti Park in collaboration with
Cox Automotive. COA program coordinator, Jessica
Frascotti, led the beach cleanup at Kings Beach
challenging the participants to reflect on the debris
they found and ways that we can reduce pollution,
improve ocean health, and influence positive and
sustainable behavior change. Then, COA executive
director, Dave McLaughlin led an educational tour
about the MTS, showing the group how the unites
operate and discussing how Newport is working to
reduce marine debris. The participants were really
interested in the MTS and began conversation about the engineering of the unit and how to get this
technology to spread throughout the country and world. We were excited to work with adults from across
New England to spread awareness about marine debris removal technology and the power of environmental
stewardship.
URI COASTWEEKS SKIMMER TOUR
COA hosted a tour of the MTS at Perrotti Park as
part of Coastweeks 2018! Coastweeks is a series of
events put on by the RI Sea Grant and the Coastal
Resources Center at the University of Rhode
Island’s Graduate School of Oceanography and the
RI Coastal Resource Management Council, that
happens every autumn to celebrate Rhode Island’s
Coast and build awareness about current projects
and initiatives. COA hosted a Newport Harbor MTS
tour on Friday, October 12th to educate
participants about the MTS, how they operate,
what kind of debris is collected, and ways that
Newport is trying to clean up marine debris. At
this tour, due to increased precipitation, the
outflow pipe was noticeably releasing cigarette butts, food wrappers, and other debris. The tour was led by
COA marine debris specialist, Max Kraimer, who is an expert on the MTS. After the tour of the skimmer, Max
offered tips on what participants can do to reduce waste entering our water systems.
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2017 SUMMARY
Table 24. 2017 Education Summary
Number of Education Events
People Reached:
Contact Hours:
Age Range:
Differing Programs:

14
303
312
All Ages
8

2017 PROGRAMS
PELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:
The students at Pell Elementary School were introduced
to the topic of marine debris pollution and were asked to
define or explain what the subject meant to them. After a
brief discussion about what marine debris pollution
meant, the students were taken down to the dock where
the Newport Harbor MTS units reside. Staff then
explained the purpose of the skimmers and how they
work, scooping out the contents of the skimmer in front
of the students. The students gained first-hand
experience sorting through the collected debris and
tallying the trash they found. The program concluded
with students brainstorming ways they can reduce the amount of single-use plastic in their daily lives and
what ways they think the marine debris issue should be addressed. These students were appalled with how
much trash they found from the skimmer and by the fact that it was all removed from the harbor. They were
very motivated to promote environmental stewardship and use environmentally-friendly products!
PORTSMOUTH ABBEY SCHOOL SUMMER CAMP:
Over the span of four weeks, four groups of the Portsmouth Abbey Summer Camp visited the Newport Harbor
MTS units. Each group included both international campers and campers residing on Aquidneck Island. Each
program began by defining marine debris and the six different of water pollution. We then discussed the
different sources of water pollution, which brought us to the topic of the watershed. After a brief discussion
addressing the concept of a watershed, we brought the campers down to the skimmers to illustrate how COA
actively cleans marine debris in the Newport Harbor. The students learned how the skimmers not only clean
up floating debris on the top of the water, but also how they break down the petroleum products in the water,
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as well as through the process of oxidation. The students were then tasked with sorting the contents of the
skimmers themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found. This exercise provided a first-hand
experience showing just how much marine debris can be found in one small harbor. Finally, we asked the
students how they thought the MTS units could be improved to which they responded with some great,
thought-provoking and creative ideas!
SUMMER SUCCESS CAMP:
This was our second education event with the Summer Success Camp
of the summer. During the second event we added MTS education to
the program. This was the only group that we worked with
throughout the summer, where the students received watershed
and marine debris education from COA. We began by defining
marine debris and discussing the six different types of water
pollution: oil, nutrients, debris, microplastics, pathogens and noise.
We then discussed the different sources of water pollution, which
brought us to the topic of the watershed. After a brief discussion
addressing the concept of a watershed, we brought the campers
down to the MTS units to illustrate how COA actively cleans marine
debris in the Newport Harbor. The students learned how the MTS
units not only clean up floating debris on the top of the water, but
how they also break down the petroleum products in the water as
well through the process of oxidation. The students were then
tasked with sorting the contents of the skimmers themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they
found. This exercise provided a first-hand experience showing just how much marine debris can be found in
one small harbor. Finally, we asked the students how they thought the trash skimmers could be improved to
which they responded with some great, thought-provoking and creative ideas!

NEWPORT COUNTY BOYS & GIRLS CLUB:
The Boys and Girls Club Camp G.R.E.A.T. consisted of a five-week education program with various topics
focusing around water pollution. Each week, the same topic was taught to three different age groups: rising
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th graders. During week four the curriculum focused on the question: How do we clean up
water pollution? To demonstrate one of the approaches for cleaning up water pollution, we took each group
to the Newport Harbor MTS unit, located just a few blocks away from the Boys and Girls Club. While at the
unit we recapped the topic of marine debris, explained how the skimmers function, their purpose and
discussed other possible ways for cleaning up marine debris in the ocean. This site visit gave the students a
real-life example of the amount of trash accumulating right in their harbor, while also illustrating ways that
their city is trying to help address the problem.
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NEWPORT YACHTING CENTER SUMMER CAMP:
Over the span of two weeks, we engaged two groups from the
Newport Yacht Club’s Summer Adventure Camp, a sailing camp
focused on geography and sustainability, in trash skimmer
education. We began by defining marine debris and discussing the
six different types of water pollution: oil, nutrients, debris,
microplastics, pathogens and noise. We then discussed the
different sources of water pollution, which brought us to the topic
of the watershed. After a brief discussion addressing the concept of
a watershed, we brought the campers down to the skimmers to
illustrate how COA is actively cleaning up some of the marine debris
in the Newport Harbor. The students learned how the MTS units
not only clean up floating debris on the top of the water, but how
they also break down the petroleum products in the water as well
through the process of oxidation. The students were then tasked
with sorting the contents of the skimmers themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found. This
exercise provided a first-hand experience showing just how much marine debris can be found in one small
harbor. Finally, we asked the students how they thought the trash skimmers could be improved to which they
responded with some great, thought-provoking and creative ideas!
NEWPORT COUNTY GIRL SCOUTS:
COA visited the Newport Harbor MTS units with
a group of four Girl Scouts to talk about what the
skimmer does, how it works and what kind of
trash it collects. The girls were then brought
down to the MTS unit to see its contents and
watch it being emptied before getting the
chance to sort through its contents. This event
provided a hands-on opportunity as well as a
visual representation of what can be found in
Newport Harbor. To conclude the program, the
girls brainstormed ways that they can help
reduce the amount of trash found in the water
and they came up with some great ideas!
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URI COASTWEEKS SKIMMER TOUR
COA participated in 2017 Coastweeks, a program
designed and executed by RI Sea Grant, the
Coastal Resources Center at the University of
Rhode Island’s Graduate School of
Oceanography and the RI Coastal Resource
Management Council, to raise awareness and
create a greater understanding of our local
coastline. COA provided a tour of the Newport
Harbor MTS unit to the public. The program
began with a brief introduction to COA followed
by a detailed discussion of the MTS on the dock.
First, we talked about the current initiatives in
place working to remove marine debris from the
ocean. We then introduced the MTS unit discussing how it works, its purpose, and how COA uses it to educate
the community about marine debris pollution and promote environmental stewardship. Following discussion,
we emptied the contents of the MTS and brought the contents to our table setup on the sidewalk to be
sorted. With the younger children actively sorting, we ended the day by brainstorming ways to keep some of
the types of trash we found out of the water as well as informing the group about the upcoming plastic bag
ban being implemented in Newport and Middletown on November 1st. Our audience was amazed at the
amount of plastic removed by the MTS in just a few short hours.
HOMESCHOOLING MARINE BIOLOGY CLASS:
COA visited the Newport Harbor MTS with a
group of homeschool students taking a marine
biology course who were from Aquidneck Island.
The program began by defining marine debris
and the six different types of water pollution.
We then discussed the different sources of
water pollution, which brought us to the topic of
the watershed. After a brief discussion
addressing the concept of a watershed, we
brought the class down to the skimmers to
illustrate how COA actively cleans marine debris
in the Newport Harbor. The students learned
how the skimmers not only clean up floating
debris on the top of the water, but how they also break down the petroleum products in the water as well
through the process of oxidation. The students were then tasked with sorting the contents of the MTS
themselves and tallying the types of marine debris they found. This exercise provided a first-hand experience
showing just how much marine debris can be found in one small harbor. We ended the program by having
each student say one thing that they could do to reduce the amount of single-use plastic they use each day.
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ADDITIONAL PROJECTS

NANTUCKET MARINA TRASH SKIMMER SITE ANALYSIS
Location:
Straight Warf Boat Basin
Address:
1 Swains Warf Rd. Nantucket MA 02554
Geography:
Semi – Enclosed
Debris Build-up (Scaled):
3
Sources of Debris Build Up:
Tourist Impacts, Idling Ferries
MAP:

COMMENTS:
Annually, Nantucket Island experiences an increase in population density that triples during the summer
months directly influencing the demand for single-use products. An installation of a marina trash skimmer in
Nantucket’s Straight Wharf boat basin will effectively trap non-valuable waste generated from the island’s
visitors while promoting sustainable behavior change on land. Nantucket’s Straight Warf is a semi-enclosed
boat basin located in the epicenter of the island’s largest pedestrian access way. With high visibility from ferry
arrivals and departures, this site poses as a great location to achieve effective plastic pollution messaging from
infographic signage and on-site skimmer education events.
The Straight Wharf boat basin was concurrently noted as a marine debris collection zone. During the island’s
less populated season, plastic debris was noticed to collect in this area. Debris steadily accumulated
throughout the days site visit indicating storm water run-off with debris retention and littering infractions
from the island’s winter commuters. Debris documented consisted predominately of: cigarette filters, plastic
water bottles, sandwich bags, a five-gallon bucket and miscellaneous plastics.
Site Operation and Education Logistics:
With support from ReMain Nantucket, Nantucket Community Sailing, Maria Mitchell Association, City officials,
and other community partners this location further shows promise for success. The power of partnerships has
proven to be the most important aspect to any marina trash skimmer installation that allows this technology
to act as a tool to not only remove marine debris but subsequently drive community change.
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PICTURES:

IMAGE

DESCRIPTION

1

VARIOUS DEBRIS FOUND AT COLLECTION SPOT

2

BOAT BASIN CORNER WHERE SEASONAL DOCKS ARE HOUSED
AND PURPOSED SKIMMER WOULD LIVE
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SCHOONER COVE MARINA TRASH SKIMMER SITE ANALYSIS
Location:
Schooner Cove Marina - East Branch Stamford Harbor
Address:
105 Harbor Dr, Stamford, CT 06902
Geography:
Coastal Cove
Debris Build-up (Scaled):
4
Sources of Debris Build Up:
Dense Population, River Inputs, Interstate 95, Industrial Center
SITE MAP:

1.1 Stamford City Overview

1.2 Stamford East Brach Overview
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11

1.3 Schooner Cove Overview

21

1.4 Recommend locations for install, ranking order
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COMMENTS:
This document is an official Clean Ocean Access site assessment with recommendations on installation
locations for a Marina Trash Skimmer at Schooner Cove.
Located in the East Branch of Stamford Harbor, Schooner Cove is a housing association with an accompanying
marina. Schooner Cove is centralized in Stamford’s industrial development zone and is merely half a mile from
the city’s solid waste transfer station and wastewater treatment facility. With the site’s dockage just north of
the city’s hurricane barrier, Schooner Cove acts as the last line of defense for trapping marine debris before it
makes it way out into the expanding Stamford coastline and Long Island Sound.
From the site visit conducted on October 8th, 2019, debris was noted to collect in masses along the Northern
docks of the marina (Image 4). Debris and marine scum were also noted in abundance in the innermost
segment of the cove along eastern docks labeled in the above map as Location 1 (Site Map). This location due
to debris build up, water movement, and dock accessibility is labeled as the recommended install location.
Being the inner most segment of the Cove this location must be reassessed for water depth at mean tidal low.
Location 2 and Location 3 depicted in the above map are also noted as promising locations for install. Location
2 is an ideal location for collecting debris that gets trapped within the Western facing docks and has potential
to attract debris entering in through the channel making its way into the inner cove. Location 3 will only
address debris trapped within the western end of the dock, has noted difficulties of installation and water
depth but is closely located to the power supply. All three locations are labeled as debris collection zone with
ranking difficulties of installations and factoring in dock accessibility to the unit. This location in general has
potential for year-round operations with an active marina that is equipped with deicers.
Site Operation and Education Logistics:
With an understanding in place, SoundWaters will take on responsibility to maintain and operate the Schooner
Cove Marina Trash Skimmer working directly with Schooner Cove Association for dock accessibility, power,
water, and debris disposal. The hours in which the unit operators during high productivity will be dependent
on the capacity of SoundWaters. With SoundWater’s established network, this installation has huge potential
to achieve a better understanding of the local waterways and debris movement in the area. This installation
will work in conjunction with the recently installed Marina Trash Skimmer in the West Branch of Stamford
Harbor (Image 5) and the data collected will be used as a comparative analysis that will be further shared to
the public driving community change for the solutions to plastic pollution. This unit has potential for
informative signage on the property that can help educate the Schooner Cove and Palmer Landing community
as well as, the over one hundred vessels that share dockage annually.
Under the Connecticut Marine Trade Association, Schooner Cove can apply for a Clean Marina Program
showcasing the work to improve local water quality. Addressing debris and improving water quality is just one
element of the program but opens means for the associations to be a leader in the area. The removal of
unsightly marine debris and organic material will also ensure Schooner Cove to be inviting place to live and
dock your vessel. The Marina Trash Skimmer, in conjunction with the overall work effort for removing debris,
will be public acknowledged to the surrounding media outlets.
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PICTURES:

Image 1

Image 2
IMAGE

DESCRIPTION

1

LOCATION 1 – HIGH DEBRIS, SUFFICIENT POWER, WATER
DEPTH IN QUESTION

2

LOCATION 2 – EASIEST INSTALL, DEBRIS PRESENT, LACKING
POWER
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2019 SWIM TO SKIM
53 swimmers enjoy a clean & safe Swim to Skim to bring awareness and raise over $4K for Clean Ocean
Access
Newport R.I. – On what felt like the first sign of fall, over 50 swimmers from five states took to the water to
advance the mission of Clean Ocean Access on August 25, 2019 by swimming from Perrotti Park to King Park
Swim Area. The event has a focus to bring awareness to the importance of year-round efforts for clean water
and healthy oceans as part of the 6th annual Swim to Skim hosted by Clean Ocean Access in Newport, Rhode
Island. The effort generated over $4,000 to be used directly to take action to support and expand the marina
trash skimmer program to improve water quality and prevent nearshore litter from becoming marine debris.
Together, with entry fees and sponsorship from Peoples Credit Union and Blount fine foods, Clean Ocean
Access raised over $4,000 with additional funds from the generous support of Sara Campbell, and Custom
House Coffee who donated a percentage of their daily proceeds to Clean Ocean Access to support the event.
Liberty Donuts and Empire Tea & Coffee provided excellent morning refreshments.
Clean Ocean Access extends gratitude to all that helped including on the water safety and buoy operations
were all made possible because of committed in-kind support from Sail Newport (Kim Hapgood), Old Port
Marine Services (Tony Iacono), Carter Fisher (Newport Yachting Center), and Clean Ocean Access Board
Treasurer Ian Estaphan Owen. On the water photography taken by Jason Evans. Thank you to the 3 lifeguards,
6 kayakers and 17 paddle boarders who worked with the entire on the water team to make the event safe.
Special thanks to Tim Mills Harbormaster for Newport, RI.
All our efforts to achieve our mission are actioned by a small team of dedicated full-time staff and a small
army of interns and volunteers, and this amazing team put together the entire event! From planning to
permitting, insurance, course maps, venue setup, execution, results and breakdown – the entire team worked
hard for many months, weeks, and many hours today to put together a safe, fun and impactful event. We also
want to give a big shout to the Swim to Skim committee members Doug Sayles, Monica DeAngelis, and Garrett
Russ.
Whether it is swimming at your favorite beach, fishing from a rocky coastline, or launching a paddling craft
from the same spot, our mission is of crucial importance to make sure future generations can enjoy these
ocean activities. The community support and participation send a strong message that clean water and
healthy oceans does matter, and Clean Ocean Access will continue the good fight to make sure future
generations can enjoy the ocean just as much as we do today.
Next up for Clean Ocean Access is the installation of a marina trash skimmer in Stamford, CT. To date, Clean
Ocean Access has installed skimmers in Rhode Island (Newport, Portsmouth, Providence), Massachusetts (Fall
River, New Bedford), and Maryland (Baltimore)
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2018 SWIM TO SKIM
On Sunday July 8, 2018, COA took ownership and hosted the first every Swim to Skim race in Newport Harbor.
This fundraising event is to highlight improved water quality in Newport Harbor from the reduction of marine
debris by Perrotti Park MTS units, emphasize the dependence that Aquidneck Island’s economy has on a clean
ocean celebrate the diversity of people that use our surrounding waterways and emphasize the importance of
keeping our waterways accessible for all users!
There were 2 distances to the course (0.9 miles and 1.5 miles) with categories based on gender and wet suit
(including lava pants) and no wet suits. Awards are giving to the 1st and 2nd place finishes in each category.
Results for the 2018 event can be viewed through the COA webpage:
http://www.cleanoceanaccess.org/swim-to-skim/
Below is a Newport Daily News article written by staff writer Sean Flynn, featuring the 2018 Swim to Skim
event.

* 5th ANNUAL NEWPORT HARBOR SWIM* NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND * JULY 8, 2018 * SWIM TO SKIM *
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BALTIMORE INSTALLATION
On the week of August 20th 2018, COA team members Dave Mclaughlin and Max Kraimer traveled to
Baltimore, MD to help facilitate the installation of two MTS units. MTS units were installed in the inner harbor
of Baltimore on private leasing grounds of The Cordish Company. This trip was designed to network
connections and form partnerships between Marina Accessories Inc., The Cordish Company, and COA. These
connections resulted in a proposal to introduce more MTS units in order to reduce the amount of marine
debris in Baltimore Harbor, improve water quantity, and promote environmental stewardship.
Upon arrival on August 23rd, our first stop shortly after
checking into the hotel was to the purposed MTS installation
site. Four locations on Pier 4 at the Pratt Street Power Plant
were posed to us as potential locations to install the new MTS
units. It did not take long until debris was spotted by our COA
marine debris experts. Debris observed traveled in alarming
groups and mostly consisted of single use food wrappers,
bottles, and plastic bags (Figure 1). Limited organic material
was amongst the plastic pollutants. Determining that debris
would collect at all four regions, we chose the two best install
locations based on electrical power input and high public
Image 21. Debris found at Pier 4, Inner
visibility (Figure 2). The north unit is located in a high foot
Harbor, Baltimore MD
traffic area and is in close proximity to Phillip’s Seafood
outdoor seating. This location has great potential to collect and trap debris and pollutants that are emitted
into the water by a nearby outflow pipe. The second southern location is further down the pier, directly
across from Baltimore’s National Aquarium. Although we were not able to get a tour of the Aquarium on this
trip, we did make connections and were promised a tour on the next visit. The southern unit will mostly likely
collect debris that has traveled in from the outer harbor.

Map 9. Map of Pier 4 & Locations of MTS install
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Image 22. MTS trailer delivery by
Bellingham Marine

Installation started promptly at 7:00 A.M. the morning of the 24th.
Marina Accessories sister company Bellingham Marine Industry,
helped with the final shipment of the MTS units from York, PA to
Baltimore, MD (Figure 3). Good News Electric, The Cordish
Companies go-to electricians helped to lower the units into the
water with the use of a boom bucket truck. The process of
splashing and mounting the MTS units into the water went
smoothly and efficiently, ending before 9:30 A.M. (Figure 4,5). The
rest of the day was used to wire the units properly (Figure 6).
These units are mounted on fixed piers verse floating docks as our
units are in Newport. This allows the MTS unit to move vertical
down the mounting rod with the tide which posed a challenge for
wiring. All in all, the units were fully operational and were

collecting debris by 3:30 P.M.

Image 23. Good News Electric using boom truck to lower MTS // Bellingham Marine installing
Mounting Brackets // Good News Electric configure MTS wiring into control planal.
The day after installation was devoted to fine tuning and optimizing the units. The MTS inventor, Louis Pasoz,
arrived early Friday morning to help with this process. After installation on the 24th, both units had a float
switch issue indicated by the control panels alert light. Troubleshooting the issue with Louis was a great
learning experience and helped us fix one of our units in Newport. The process of tuning a MTS includes:
addition of extra zinc electrolysis protection, sharpening of motor blade, positioning units aerator, adjusting
ballast tanks for proper floatation, and addition of stress impact door stops. These few additions and
modifications are a crucial step to making sure the units are running to the best of their ability.
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After the installation and tuning were completed, COA staff debriefed The Cordish Company on steps to
operate the units on a daily, weekly, and monthly level. The individuals from The Cordish Company were
impressed with not only the technology, but the professional manor of both COA and Marina Accessories Inc.
The Cordish group mentioned many possible investors and educational partners that might be willing to
expand MTS technology in the Baltimore area. Now that the units have been operating for a week, The
Cordish Company has reach out to us on multiple occasions excited with the collections the unit. In the first
weekend of operation the unit successfully removed over 100lb of debris. COA is excited to partner with The
Cordish Company to install multiple MTS units throughout Baltimore and join the areas growing trend of
turning the tide on plastic.
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UNIVERSITY OF BROWN ENGINEERING GROUP
In the Fall of 2018, five students studying Engineering at
Brown University collaborated with COA to find a better
way of tracking and managing marine debris collected in
MTS. As part of a capstone class, the team researched
methods of separating organic matter, like seaweed and
macro-algae, from inorganic matter, like plastic debris
and microplastics. Using weekly seaweed samples
collected from the Newport Harbor MTS, the students
worked to engineer a device that will assist COA with
post-separation processing, properly managing marine
debris, and with streamlining data collection from the
skimmers. The team presented their research on
December 4th at the Newport Public Library as part of
Image 24. Brown Engineer Team (Left to Right): Erin
Cole, Isabelle Bauman, Bianca Antonio, Sam
COA’s monthly Ocean Science Speaker Series.
Frolichstein-Appel
Student Biographies:
Bianca Antonio is a senior at Brown University studying mechanical
She Team
is interested
the Erin
Figure 1. engineering.
Brown Engineer
(Left toinRight):
intersection of design, technology and social innovation. After
graduating,
she hopes
to blend
her interests
to
Cole,
Isabelle Bauman,
Bianca
Antonio,
Sam FrolichsteinAppel
create products and structures that people love to use. Bianca
is originally from the Philippines and Singapore
(two countries made up of islands in the Pacific) so she’s very grateful to experience working with coasts and
conservation through Clean Ocean Access in Rhode Island.
Sam Frolichstein-Appel is a senior studying mechanical engineering. Originally from Chicago, he’s very
interested in big things (e.g., trains and skyscrapers), and is interested in working in transportation,
infrastructure, or construction after graduating. Coming to Rhode Island has introduced him to new concepts
such as small things (e.g., microplastics and strands of seaweed) and the ocean, and working with Clean Ocean
Access has enabled him to appreciate the connections between such big and small ideas.
Erin Cole is a senior studying mechanical engineering at Brown University. She grew up in a small mountain
town in Colorado, where her love for the environment began. While at Brown, Erin has focused on design and
education, working to make engineering more accessible. She has loved working with Clean Ocean Access to
address ocean pollution while learning more about environmental efforts in Rhode Island!
Isabelle (Izzy) Bauman is a senior at Brown studying Mechanical Engineering with a focus in renewable energy.
Izzy grew up in Los Angeles California, but her family has been in Jamestown, RI, since 1634! At Brown, she is
president of Climate Action League, a student group that implements energy-efficient technology on campus.
She has research and industry experience in wind energy, solar energy, and sustainable building design. Izzy is
excited to apply her backgrounds in engineering and environmental advocacy with Clean Ocean Access this
semester.
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2018 MICRO PLASTIC TESTING
Table 25. 2018 Newport Harbor Skimmer
Summary

Table 26. 2018 New England Boatworks
Skimmer Summary

Number of Site Visits:
Total weight of Foam (g)
Total weight of Fibers (g)

7
54
5

Number of Site Visits:
Total weight of Foam (g)
Total weight of Fibers (g)

4
15
0

Total weight of Plastic > 1.5’’ (g)

93

Total weight of Plastic > 1.5’’ (g)

34.8

Total weight of Plastic < 1.5’’ (g)

38

Total weight of Plastic < 1.5’’ (g)

0

In 2018, COA expanded data collection procedures to target foam and plastic that were less than 1.5
centimeter in length. When using solely the tally sheet to record data we exclude the chance of being able to
track trends in micro debris. The objective of adding this level of detail to skimmer data collections allows us
to make visual assessments of microparticles being collected.

Image 25. COA Skim-tern conducting micro level debris sort at New England Boatworks skimmer.
Methodology:
Once a week COA skim-terns sorted through skimmer collections from the previous day for 60 to 90 minutes.
During the sort, they grouped together four different microparticles commonly found within the units: Foam,
Fibers, Plastics, and Plastics greater than 1.5 centimeters in length. Once separated, particles were washed,
dried, and weighed. Particles were then added to a master collection for each grouping by site.

Image 28. Micro Foam

Image 27. Micro Fibers

Image 26. Micro Plastics greater than 1.5 cm

Image 29. Micro Plastics smaller than 1.5 cm
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Image 30. Common skimmer collections displaying all four grouping of microparticles examined. (Foam,
Fibers, 1.5"<Plastics<1.5")
Visual Results:
As more site visits were conducted more reoccurring debris items began to appear. From just 11 total site
visits between the two locations we were able to document and identify three reoccurring unrecognizable
items. When possible these items where tracked to their original source.
Plastics Larger than 1.5 cm:
Multiple oddly shaped black plastic discs were found weekly at both the
Newport Harbor and New England Boatworks skimmers. These black
discs were found throughout the summer and varied in count by week.
These discs were tracked and identified as waste treatment plant discs,
which are used in aeration tanks to increase the surface area to culture
bacteria to ultimately help breakdown raw sewage. These discs were
able to be tracked to the East Providence Wastewater Treatment plant
where an unknown amount of them escaped the facilities secondary
clarification and disinfection stages.

Image 31. Waste water treatment discs
recovered.

Plastics Smaller than 1.5 cm:
A small white cylindrical plastic filler was another reoccurring item commonly
found week to week regardless of the location. This item was first
thought to be the remaining plastic found within inside a cigarette butt.
However, no further research was conducting to identify the item.
Image 32. Reoccurring unidentified
item
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Micro Fibers:
Common fibers found were identified as cut fishing line or colored particles from clothing. After assessing the
total jar of fibers, an oddly shaped rigid strand stuck out in abundance. This white V shaped fiber was found in
consistent length and shape. From our observations we were able to estimate that these fibers originate from
specific kinds of brushes used to clean the side of boats. No further investigation was conducted.
The 2018 microparticle testing was a success as COA was able to identify, label, and track numerous
reoccurring micro items collected in the MTS units. If we did not participate in this subset of data collection,
we would not have observed these visual trends. Due to the time intensive nature of microplastic
identification process, we may not continue this portion of data collection. We plan to focus on maximizing
staff and volunteer time to collect meaningful data using the itemized tally collection.
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